Audi/VW connection options

All information provided is to the best of our knowledge, in some cases your factory setup may vary. VAGT option may depend on your car having a factory cd changer or iPod®.

**Audi A3 2006:**
- VAGS at the stereo
- AUDS most likely needed if used with VAGS
- VAGT at the glovebox
- Disables factory satellite
- Disables glovebox CD or factory iPod

**Audi A3 2006 navigation:**
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the glovebox
- Disables glovebox cd or factory ipod

**Audi A3 2007:**
- VAGS at the stereo
- AUDS most likely needed
- Disables factory satellite

**Audi A3 2007 navigation:**
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the glovebox
- Disables factory satellite
- Disables glovebox cd or factory ipod

**Audi A3 2008-2011:**
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the glovebox
- Disables glovebox cd or factory ipod

**Audi A4 1998-2006:**
- VAGS at the stereo
- AUDS needed

**Audi A4 2004-2006 Navigation:**
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the glovebox
- Disables glovebox cd or factory ipod

**Audi A4 2007-2008:**
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the glovebox (if you have factory factory ipod)
- Disables factory satellite
- Disables glovebox cd or factory ipod
Audi A4 2007-2008 Navigation:
• VAGD at the stereo
• VAGT at the glovebox (if you have factory factory ipod)
• Disables factory satellite
• Disables glovebox cd or factory ipod

Audi A6 1998-2004:
• VAGS at the stereo
• AUDS needed if used with VAGS
• Disables factory satellite

Audi A6 2004 Navigation:
• VAGD at the stereo
• VAGT at the glovebox
• Disables factory satellite
• Disables glovebox cd or factory ipod

Audi A8 1998-2002:
• VAGS at the stereo

Audi Allroad 1998-2005:
• VAGS at the stereo
• AUDS needed
• Disables factory satellite

Audi Allroad 2004-2005 Navigation:
• VAGD at the stereo
• VAGT at the glovebox
• Disables factory satellite
• Disables glovebox cd or factory ipod

Audi TT 2000-2006:
• VAGS at the stereo
• AUDS needed
• Disables factory satellite

Audi TT 2007-2010:
• VAGD at the stereo
• VAGT at the glovebox
• Disables factory satellite
• Disables glovebox cd or factory ipod

Volkswagen EOS 2007-2011:
• VAGD at the stereo
• VAGT at the center console
• Disables factory ipod
Volkswagen EOS 2007-2011 navigation:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the center console
- Disables factory ipod

Volkswagen Golf 1998-2001:
- VAGS at the stereo
- VAGT at the left trunk

Volkswagen Golf 2002:
- Single DIN (2 inches in height) stereo uses VAGS at the stereo or VAGT at the left trunk
- Double DIN (4 inches in height) stereo uses VAGD at the stereo or VAGT at the left trunk

Volkswagen Golf 2003-2005:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the left trunk

Volkswagen Golf 2010-2011:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the center console
- Disables external cd changer or factory ipod

Volkswagen Golf 2010-2011 navigation:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the center console
- Disables external cd changer or factory ipod

Volkswagen GTI 1998-2001:
- VAGS at the stereo
- VAGT at the left trunk

Volkswagen GTI 2002:
- Single DIN (2 inches in height) stereo uses VAGS at the stereo or VAGT at the left trunk
- Double DIN (4 inches in height) stereo uses VAGD at the stereo or VAGT at the left trunk

Volkswagen GTI 2003-2005:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the left trunk

Volkswagen GTI 2006-2011:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the center console
- Disables external cd changer or factory ipod
Volkswagen GTI 2006-2011 navigation:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the center console
- Disables external cd changer or factory ipod

Volkswagen Jetta 1998-2001:
- VAGS at the stereo
- VAGT at the left trunk

Volkswagen Jetta 2002:
- Single DIN (2 inches in height) stereo uses VAGS at the stereo or VAGT at the left trunk
- Double DIN (4 inches in height) stereo uses VAGD at the stereo or VAGT at the left trunk

Volkswagen Jetta 2003-2004:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the left trunk

Volkswagen Jetta 2005-2011:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the center console
- Disables external cd changer or factory ipod

Volkswagen Passat 1998-2001:
- VAGS at the stereo
- VAGT at the left trunk

Volkswagen Passat 2002:
- Single DIN (2 inches in height) stereo uses VAGS at the stereo or VAGT at the left trunk
- Double DIN (4 inches in height) stereo uses VAGD at the stereo or VAGT at the left trunk

Volkswagen Passat 2003-2005:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the left trunk

Volkswagen Passat 2006-2011:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the glovebox
- VAGT at the center console if cd changer or factory ipod
- Disables external cd changer or factory ipod

Volkswagen R32 2004:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the left trunk
- Disables external cd changer or factory ipod
Volkswagen R32 2008:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the center console
- Disables external cd changer or factory ipod

Volkswagen Tiguan 2009-2011:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the center console
- Disables external cd changer or factory ipod

Volkswagen Touareg 2004-2011:
- VAGD at the stereo
- VAGT at the right trunk, must add your own ground
- Disables factory satellite

NOTE regarding to VAGM cable:
VAGM is the new Y shaped cable from GROM Audio, it has both - 8-pin (VAGS) and 12-pin (VAGD) connectors. It can replace both VAGS and VAGD cables.
Please contact us for pricing!